Brand New Dean, Harry Hager is shown above using two phones simultaneously. In contrast to Dean Hager’s usually garrulous habits he listened on the telephone for seventeen seconds without uttering a sound. When questioned as to the reason for this lengthy silence the Dean replied, “I was so confused I couldn’t talk. Anyhow, Deans are always a little confused, so I guess it’s a good sign.” A third phone is usable but his third ear was chewed off by the students. He also uses two pens at the same time, writing his first name from left to right and his surname from right to left. This ambidextrousness was picked up operating an elevator. Seen at the left is Tommy Norton getting instructions on how to squeeze into a loaded elevator by Dean Hager. Tommy is wearing the Dean’s famous cap.
Fast Operator Replaces Dean

In an amazing match that courted City College, Harry Hager, the instrumental designer of the college's System, said today that he has been replaced by a fast operator.

The move comes as no surprise to those who have been following the rapid changes in the college's System. Hager, who has been the brains behind the System's design for many years, has been known to make sudden changes without warning. His replacement, the fast operator, has been quietly working in the background, ready to take over when the need arises.

"It's not what you know, but who you know," Hager said. "With the fast operator, we have someone who can make changes on a dime."

The fast operator will begin work immediately. He will be responsible for maintaining the System and making sure it runs smoothly. Hager will continue to work on the System, but his focus will shift to developing new ideas.

The move has been met with mixed reactions. Some students are excited about the change, while others are concerned about the loss of Hager's expertise.

"I'm not sure if the fast operator will be able to keep up with Hager's innovations," said one student. "But I'm excited to see what he brings to the table."
**Cherry Shinenberg Meeting Defeat**

By VAN PARKER

"Flying" Mare turns out to be downfall of Cherry, City College Favorite.

Cherry Shinenberg, noted City College wrestler, failed to maintain his perfect record for the season when he lost a wrestling match to the diminutive Hortense "Flying" Mare Sunday April 1. The contest, which took place on the mats in Hamen Hall, was won by the girl in two falls out of three.

Although Miss Mare was the visitor, Cherry put up a valiant struggle to keep his record clean. The fall he was featured by a hip lock and finally a body press. Hortense, who was outweighed by Shinenberg by forty pounds, suffered greatly from the effects of this hold and for a while it was doubtful whether she could come out for the next round.

"Flying," under the disadvantage of having to wear a girdle, skirt and stockings, managed to reduce Shinenberg into falling prey to the most elementary grips. The girls blousing skirts seemed to be befuddling Cherry and his curiosity when Hortense's legs were exposed proved to be his downfall.

Miss Mare was on the defensive most of the time but when her blouse ripped and Shinenberg gallantly but clumsily tried to make repairs, she flattened him with a single blow. She remained in this state of undress and reduced the padday champion to a quivering mass of putty.

The officiating was disabused, Shinenberg contended, pointing out that, the referee favored the girl. "The referee did not punish her," he remarked.

Miss Mare's comment on the match was, "I'm glad I won, Cherry." Put up a fine fight and he was quite a match for a girl like me. If his mustache hadn't ticked my armpits, I would have passed him after the first rip in my skirt."

**Emily Paste Advises Manners**

Table manners.

A reader writes: "I have always been a puzzle about whether and how often to eat with the fingers. Could you please clear me up about this matter?"

Emily Paste, who deplores gambling, yet insists on " riffing football" does not agree with the reader's system. Emily worked out a system that couldn't miss. The idea was to arrange-things with the owner, the Facebook, the tickets and the horse. The idea included, "The principal idea was to assist you in setting up a system for fitting your pipe." Emily then: 1. Decide if your nails. I throw mine away.

A visitor: H. Noble Wrong, horse-truck habitues always being considered as the thing of the season, worked out a system that couldn't be wrong. The idea was to arrange-things with the owner, the Facebook, the tickets and the horse. Emily then: 1. Decide if your nails. I throw mine away.

Emily Paste advises. Please tell us the correct way to send guests to the dinner table and who is sitting where.

ANSWER: The guests are usually seated at the dinner table in chairs and unless the host is able to sit at the left, I wouldn't advise seating anyone on his right hand.

Mrs. Paste is sorry she cannot answer personal mail, but booklets No. 816757/2, "How to Get Respect of Cigarette Brochures" includes all information necessary to any local social. Just write.

We need the money.

**Boys Crush False Gals**

Despite the fact that there were 12 points up for their side at the beginning of the game, the Bearbelettes, looking completely false, commenced to lose their final contest and honor at the hands of Boys Prep 96-0, after made into the season a complete bust. The game was exciting and revealed the bare facts—the girls are spirited and have to be broken in.
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